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Type of place Church

Period World War I 1914-1918

Style Gothic

Lot plan L6_RP859704

Key dates Local Heritage Place Since — 1 January 2004
Date of Citation — November 2010

Construction Roof: Ribbed metal;
Walls

People/associations Walter Taylor (Builder)

Criterion for listing (A) Historical; (B) Rarity; (E) Aesthetic; (G) Social; (H) Historical association

This Gothic church was completed in 1914 in response to the needs of the growing population of Sherwood. It 
has been in continuous use as a place of worship by the Sherwood Methodist and Uniting Church congregation 
since that time, and has a longstanding connection and enduring significance for that community. The church is 
a local landmark and is important for its aesthetic qualities. It was constructed by noted Brisbane engineer Walter 
Taylor in the then unusual medium of reinforced concrete. The Church is complemented by a federation style 
manse and interwar church hall.

History 

A meeting to consider the establishment of a Wesleyan Church in Sherwood was held in October 1886 at the 
home of Thomas Johnson. At the same time a hall in Hall Street was secured for services and Sunday school. A 
site in Skew Street was then purchased for the erection of a church. The small wooden church that was officially 
opened on 4 September 1887, was extended in 1897. In 1903 Sherwood became a Circuit and proposals were 
made to build a new central church. The Skew Street land and the old church were sold to the Masonic Lodge 
for £182/10/ after the opening of the new church in 1914.

In 1913 a decision was made to build a new church due to the growth of the congregation and the need for a 
better location. A 60-perch site on Sherwood Road was selected and the foundation stone of the Sherwood 
Methodist church was laid by the Queensland Premier, D.F. Denham on 13 June 1914. A bottle containing 
historical Church documents was placed beneath the foundation stone.

In a departure from normal building techniques, the new church was built with reinforced concrete. A contract for 
its construction was let to engineer Walter Taylor for £1109. It was built to a design prepared by a Mr. A. Merry. 
Walter Taylor had studied reinforced concrete construction in England between 1902-12. When he returned to 
Australia he began contract work, initially specialising in this type of construction. Taylor was also a stalwart 
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member of the Methodist Church and for over fifty years was involved in its hierarchy. 

The Brisbane Courier of 14 September 1914, described the church as “a handsome structure of reinforced 
concrete, [it] is 60ft by 35ft, and has an open red tiled porch of 20ft by 10ft. The roof is red tiled, and there are 
three coloured glass windows on each side of the building. The interior of the walls is shaded light green, and 
there is a handsome raised pulpit.” The church was designed to seat 350 people but a part of it was initially 
partitioned, forming two vestries. According to the Daily Mail, the church was surrounded by an ornate and 
substantial fence erected by members of the Circuit at no cost.

A hall was added in 1918, and subsequently extended in 1933.

In 1977, when the Uniting Church was formed by the amalgamation of Congregational, Presbyterian and 
Methodist Churches, the church became known as the Sherwood Uniting Church. It continues to serve the local 
Uniting Church community.

Description 

CHURCH
This single storey, rendered reinforced concrete building has a steeply pitched gable roof clad in ribbed metal 
sheeting. Gothic in style, it sits to the front of an L-shaped corner site on Sherwood Road. The church shares this 
site with a timber manse and hall. The church is an important architectural element in the streetscape of 
Sherwood shopping centre.

Originally comprising a nave and entry vestibule, the church has been extended to the rear and eastern side in 
recent years. This extension includes a vestry, toilets and hall. Entry to the church can be gained through this 
extension; via a front entry vestibule, or through a side door to the nave. A ramp to this door provides disabled 
access.

Exterior
The bellcast roof of the nave has two dormer vents to each roof face and terminates with a front parapet wall. 
The skillion roof of the entry vestibule projects forward from this wall to a lower horizontal parapet.

The rendered walls of the building are divided into bays by stepped buttresses and have a mock stone finish. 
Each side wall bay of the nave features a single coloured glass leadlight lancet window. Framed in timber, each 
window comprises a lower casement and upper arched, fixed fanlight. One wall bay contains the side entry door 
located below a smaller fixed window and awning. This shoulder arched doorway comprises two timber doors. 

 
The front facade of the nave is divided into three bays. Within its central bay, three narrow apex vents sit above 
three round arched windows with hoodmoulds (the central window taller than the outer two). Projecting from the 
central bay below these windows, the entry vestibule has an arched entrance located within a gable wall which 
projects slightly from the main wall of the vestibule. The entrance comprises two timber doors incorporating 
diagonally laid boards and leadlight windows. It is crowned by a large hoodmold with the words: "Enter into his 
courts with praise", written underneath. The buttresses which define the three front bays of the nave and sit to 
each front corner of the vestibule, rise above both parapets. They are crowned with triangular capping pieces. To 
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each side of the entry vestibule, single leadlight lancet windows sit within the nave's front wall. The stairs that 
rise to the front doors have decorative cast iron rails to each side set on a brick base.

Interior
Reached by a short flight of tiled steps, the main entry doors of the building lead into a tiled entry vestibule. The 
nave has a polished timber floor, carpeted to traffic areas and raised over the sanctuary area. The rendered 
walls of the interior have a dado moulding. They rise to a ceiling, lined with straight and diagonally laid timber 
boards. Four large hammer beam trusses support the roof. Lights and fans are suspended from them. Ornate 
vents sit within the central three bays of the ceiling at collar tie level.

The church is very intact. The new additions are in keeping with the old, whilst being easily identified as new.

MANSE
Located adjacent to the church on Thallon Street, this large, highset Federation Style dwelling is very intact and 
well maintained. Clad in chamfer boards, the dwelling has a hipped iron roof with verandahs to the front and one 
side. A gable to the front of the dwelling extends out past the verandahs and has a battened gable end. An 
identical gable to the side is contained within the verandah. A brick chimney rises from the rear of the dwelling. 
The building's undercroft has been sympathetically enclosed.

HALL
Located to the rear of the manse, this attractive timber framed hall is lowset, clad in weatherboards and has a 
steeply pitched bellcast gable roof clad in corrugated iron. T-shaped in plan a narrow wing to the rear of the 
building also has a steeply pitched bellcast gable roof which extends from the rear wall of the main roof, 
perpendicular to it. A small entry porch extends from the front of the building. This front wall features several 
groups of paired timber framed lancet windows containing clear glass. A ramp provides access to a rear door. 
The building appears to be very intact.

Statement of significance 

Relevant assessment criteria

This is a place of local heritage significance and meets one or more of the local heritage criteria under the 
Heritage planning scheme policy of the Brisbane City Plan 2014. It is significant because:

Historical
CRITERION A

The place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of the city's or local area’s history

as a purpose built place of worship that was constructed in response to the needs of the growing Sherwood 
Methodist community prior to the First World War.
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Rarity
CRITERION B

The place demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of the city’s or local area’s cultural heritage

as a rare example of a Gothic styled reinforced concrete church.

Aesthetic
CRITERION E

The place is important because of its aesthetic significance

as a well designed church which makes a strong visual impact in Sherwood Road.

Social
CRITERION G

The place has a strong or special association with the life or work of a particular community or cultural group for 
social, cultural or spiritual reasons

as a church that has served the local Methodist and later Uniting Church community since 1914.

Historical association
CRITERION H

The place has a special association with the life or work of a particular person, group or organization of 
importance in the city’s or local area’s history

as an example of the work of the prominent Brisbane engineer, Walter Taylor.
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Note: This citation has been prepared on the basis of evidence available at the time including an external 
examination of the building. The statement of significance is a summary of the most culturally important aspects 
of the property based on the available evidence, and may be re-assessed if further information becomes 
available. The purpose of this citation is to provide an informed evaluation for heritage registration and 
information. This does not negate the necessity for a thorough conservation study by a qualified practitioner, 
before any action is taken which may affect its heritage significance.
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